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• A command line tool for RNA FlexX-based analysis. • View and analyze structural motifs and
proteins in your RNA sequences. • Create a sequence of fragments, analyze their physicochemical

and geometric properties, and obtain their structures. • Design a sequence of fragments that can be
used as a chemical probe (excluding the enantiomers) for specific interactions. • Design fragments
that can be used for specific inhibition (excluding the enantiomers). • Create a library of fragments
for a target RNA structure. • View ribonucleotide and ribose modifications. • Calculate the UNAFold
energy. • Calculate the Gibbs free energy and MFE. • Calculate the partition function and the *free

energy change. • Optionally generate images, graphs, and reports. • Create a file that contains a list
of all the fragments in a specific range (size and number). • See the structural motifs that are in a

given sequence. • View structure motifs as graphs. • View RiboMotifsGraph motifs, RiboMotifsGraph,
RiboMotifBox, and ThermoGraph. • View the frequency of each structural motif in various RNA

sequences. • Download a list of motifs from the website and from other resources. • View chemical
ligand structures. • View a two-dimensional matrix with the average values of the physicochemical
and geometric properties of the ligands (excluding the enantiomers). • View a three-dimensional

structure and a two-dimensional plot of the ligands (excluding the enantiomers). • View other Xmotif
objects. • View the average chemical dissociation constants (Kd) from various data sources. • View a

table that lists the molecules that have been selected from the LigandLibrary and that are used to
find Xmotif objects in RNA. • Create a sequence of fragments that corresponds to a structural motif.
• Analyze the Kd corresponding to each fragment in the structure motif. • Analyze the average Kd of

each fragment in a given range. • Analyze the distribution of the Kd values in various ranges. •
Calculate the binding mode of each fragment in a given range. • Analyze the average dissociation

constants. • Analyze the average Kd values of the pairs of fragments. • View the sequence of the Kd
values. • Generate

FlexNovo [Mac/Win]

FlexNovo is a simple and easy-to-use command-line utility that enables you to easily analyze
structural motifs and proteins in RNA. Based on the FlexX technology, FlexNovo is a molecular utility
that enables you to view the evolution of fragments, as well as the physicochemical and geometric

properties of chemical ligands. Also, with the help of FlexNovo you can easily design potential
inhibitors. This program is available for download from here: FlexNovo Features: - View of structural
motifs and proteins in RNA using a wide range of atom colors and a treeview - Determination of a
wide range of types of secondary structure elements: hairpins, loops and multi-loops, recognition

motifs, bulges, internal loops, etc. - Display of physicochemical and geometric properties of chemical
ligands, such as length, number of bonds, angles, etc. - Creation of a ligand library and the ability to
add additional chemical structures based on user-defined parameters - Ability to save files in a JSON

format and perform subsequent operations with a file of this type - Ability to perform statistics -
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Generate ligand libraries based on a library of known ligands - Display patterns - Program was tested
on Windows 7, 8.1 and 10 and MacOS Mojave 10.14 DBD Tools and Resources: This is an update to

the original DBD (Docking Benchmark Database). The new version includes total of 39 different
receptors and all targets are selected based on their diversity and complexity. Now the database
includes more than 20,000 drug-like compounds. Also, two additional dimers (in addition to the

original one) were added to the database. The latest version of this database now also includes new
features like a new visualizer and tool to analyze the ligands interaction with the proteins. It is also
now possible to re-submission the ligands from any target to any of the targets. To achieve this you
just need to re-submit the same compound to another target and all the old results will be kept. This
will greatly increase the robustness and usability of the database. PDB code for structure files: PDB

code for main program. DBD includes 4 main tools: 1 - Dock 2 - DBSort 3 - Molecular Docking Viewer
4 - Molecular Docking Viewer visualization b7e8fdf5c8
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FlexNovo is a molecular utility that enables you to view the evolution of fragments, as well as the
physicochemical and geometric properties of chemical ligands. Also, with the help of FlexNovo you
can easily design potential inhibitors. What's New in This Release: Added support for Upap. 7.6.0
Thanks to the community for reporting several issues. [v1.0.1] Fixed version number display. Fixed a
bug related to the default path setting. Fixed a bug related to historical filtering. [v1.0.0] Initial
release. Different sections are provided: * "Motif Detection": By providing a couple of different types
of structural motifs, the selected motif can be analyzed. * "Protein ID: By creating a protein from a
FASTA sequence, the sequence can be analyzed. * "Design": By specifying a given ligand, FlexNovo
enables you to define a new ligand according to the defined rules. By submitting the new ligand,
FlexNovo will give you detailed information about the new design. [RECOMMENDED] Requires a Java
7 virtual machine to run. Main Features  Portfolio management  Filtering mode selection  Types of
motif identification  Structural motif selection  Identification of homologous motifs  Measuring
ligand properties  RNA-protein docking simulation  FlexNovo's design module  Automatic
detection of interfaces  Substrates and inhibitors detection  Distance and angle measuring Basic
Requirements:  JRE 1.7 or later  JDK 1.7 or later How to Install: [1] Download the zip file. [2] Extract
the downloaded zip file. [3] Open the terminal and input the following command: java -jar
flexnovo.jar How to Run: [1] Launch the program. [2] Select "Motif Detection" or "Protein ID" in the
left menu. [3] Enter the user name and password (admin/admin), and press Enter. [4] Input a FASTA
sequence. [5] Input the minimum length of the motif that you want to identify in the left box. [6]
Click on the option button you want

What's New In?

FlexNovo is a simple and easy-to-use command-line utility that enables you to easily analyze
structural motifs and proteins in RNA. Based on the FlexX technology, FlexNovo is a molecular utility
that enables you to view the evolution of fragments, as well as the physicochemical and geometric
properties of chemical ligands. Also, with the help of FlexNovo you can easily design potential
inhibitors. FlexNovo Description: FlexNovo is a simple and easy-to-use command-line utility that
enables you to easily analyze structural motifs and proteins in RNA. Based on the FlexX technology,
FlexNovo is a molecular utility that enables you to view the evolution of fragments, as well as the
physicochemical and geometric properties of chemical ligands. Also, with the help of FlexNovo you
can easily design potential inhibitors. FlexNovo Description: FlexNovo is a simple and easy-to-use
command-line utility that enables you to easily analyze structural motifs and proteins in RNA. Based
on the FlexX technology, FlexNovo is a molecular utility that enables you to view the evolution of
fragments, as well as the physicochemical and geometric properties of chemical ligands. Also, with
the help of FlexNovo you can easily design potential inhibitors. FlexNovo Description: FlexNovo is a
simple and easy-to-use command-line utility that enables you to easily analyze structural motifs and
proteins in RNA. Based on the FlexX technology, FlexNovo is a molecular utility that enables you to
view the evolution of fragments, as well as the physicochemical and geometric properties of
chemical ligands. Also, with the help of FlexNovo you can easily design potential inhibitors. FlexNovo
Description: Designing new inhibitors is a difficult task. In some cases even the most experienced
molecular designers are not able to find good candidates for an inhibitor. FlexNovo is a tool to help
you do it easily. It was designed to create and search for the best ligands by combining the best
features of FlexX and FlexSurf tools. During the design process of FlexNovo you can choose between
the simplified or the "Thorough mode". In the "Thorough mode" you will see the best fragment
generated at each step of the design process. During the design process you can freely increase the
accuracy using the options in the
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System Requirements For FlexNovo:

* Windows 7/8, Windows 10 (64bit) * Internet Explorer 11 * Internet Explorer 11 (Steam) * Internet
Explorer 11 (HTML5) * Windows 7/8, Windows 10 (64bit) Internet Explorer 11 (HTML5) Installer The
installer doesn't require admin rights (it has a simple setup process that doesn't let you do anything
except clicking "next" and selecting an installer path). The main installer will install Steam, but the
HTML5 installer will also be available for
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